Highly deformable and highly fluid vesicles as potential drug delivery systems: theoretical and practical considerations
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Abstract: Vesicles that are specifically designed to overcome the stratum corneum barrier in intact skin provide an efficient transdermal (systemic or local) drug delivery system. They can be classified into two main groups according to the mechanisms underlying their skin interaction. The first group comprises those possessing highly deformable bilayers, achieved by incorporating edge activators to the bilayers or by mixing with certain hydrophilic solutes. The vesicles of this group act as drug carriers that penetrate across hydrophilic pathways of the intact skin. The second group comprises those possessing highly fluid bilayers, owing to the presence of permeation enhancers. The vesicles of this group can act as carriers of drugs that permeate the skin after the barrier of the stratum corneum is altered because of synergistic action with the permeation enhancers contained in the vesicle structure. We have included a detailed overview of the different mechanisms of skin interaction and discussed the most promising preclinical applications of the last five years of Transfersomes® (IDEA AG, Munich, Germany), ethosomes, and invasomes as carriers of antitumoral and anti-inflammatory drugs applied by the topical route.
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Introduction

In 1964, Alec Bangham made the first description of liposomes as closed vesicles made of phospholipids, formed in an excess of water. Nearly one decade later, intravenously administered liposomes were first used as drug-delivery systems. In a simplistic approach, sterically stabilized liposomes injected into the vascular compartment, plus the presence of the enhanced permeation and retention effect, ensures the access and subsequent uptake of relatively intact liposomes by deep tissues. Currently, the structural engineering and targeting of intravenously administered liposomes has reached a plateau. On the other hand, the impaired penetration of topically-applied liposomes across the stratum corneum (SC) of intact skin has demanded the improvement of their bilayer design. Thus, at the beginning of the 1990s, the pioneering work of Gregor Cevc showed that, by modifying the chemical composition of bilayers so as to decrease its Young’s modulus nearly tenfold below that of conventional liposomes, the resulting deformable liposomes could successfully penetrate the 10–20 µm thick barrier comprised of stacked corneocytes embedded in a non-phospholipid lipid matrix. Gaining access to the viable epidermis by overcoming the physical constraints imposed by the narrow imperfections of the lipid lamella of the SC requires specifically engineered liposomal bilayers.

This review is an update on vesicles that have unique structural properties that are aimed at increasing the delivery of drugs to skin cells and to local underlying muscle.
Due to the controversies in classification discussed below, we have grouped the vesicles as having highly deformable bilayers or highly fluid bilayers. The first group is composed of vesicles of increased deformability (a synonym for elasticity/flexibility), such as Transfersomes® (IDEA AG, Munich, Germany) and flexible vesicles made of nonionic surfactants. The second group encompasses the ethosomes, invasomes, and penetration enhancer-containing vesicles. We will exclusively focus on the most promising preclinical and clinical therapeutic applications of the last five years, excluding the use of the topical route for vaccination and cosmetics uses.

Highly deformable versus highly fluid vesicles: structure and mechanisms of skin interaction

Transfersomes: the advantages of being deformable

The first-generation of Transfersomes® (TRS [recently reviewed]) includes hydrophilic vesicles made of bilayer forming phospholipids plus a given amount of edge activators (EA) (surfactants/hydrophilic detergents of high mobility such as sodium cholate, sodium deoxycholate, Span 60, Span 65, Span 80, Tween 20, Tween 60, Tween 80, and dipotassium glycyrrhizinate). The second-generation of TRS is made of at least one basic bilayer builder, typically phosphatidylcholine with fluid-chains, and at least two more polar lipophilic substances, eg, one surfactant and one surfactant mimicking drug. Such vesicles have higher drug payload and/or carrier adaptability, but rely on similar bilayer ingredients and component-selection methods as the first-generation (Transfersome carriers, IDEA AG). Both are chiefly comprised of phospholipid-surfactant mixtures chosen via solubilization-assay.

As a response to the mechanical stress, the EA are demixed from the lipid bilayer and displaced to relocate in the zones of higher curvature/stress, whereas the more hydrophobic amphiphilic molecules enrich the bilayer regions with a smaller curvature. Such rearrangements are responsible for diminishing the membrane elastic energy and for forming TRS that are more deformable than conventional liposomes by up to five orders of magnitude. In other words, TRS can change shape and volume at minimal energetic cost. TRS possess high bilayer permeability and adapt their local bilayer composition to ambient stress. Because of this, TRS are said to behave as “molecular devices”.

TRS make use of the driving force generated by the transdermal osmotic gradient on the skin surface (from around 75% in the viable epidermis to 10%–30% at an air-exposed skin surface) to spontaneously penetrate the intact skin across the SC to reach the viable epidermis. Such penetration exclusively occurs under nonocclusive conditions and is not mediated by diffusion, and is therefore independent of the concentration gradient of material. By representing the skin as an artificial nanoporous barrier, the penetration of vesicles is proportional to the pore density and inversely proportional to the membrane elastic energy. The minimal membrane elastic energy of TRS allows for the transport of as much as >95% of the applied lipid mass into or through the normal SC of the murine skin. The estimated force of deformation of TRS is calculated as $F_{\text{deformation}}=500\ pN$, of similar order of magnitude as an ultradeformable vesicle insertion force ($F_{\text{insertion}}=8–800\ pN$), and below the force opposing partial bilayer dehydration. In contrast, less deformable conventional liposomes do not penetrate the intact mammalian skin to any significant extent, and have at least one order of magnitude higher insertion force above the threshold for bilayer dehydration ($F_{\text{dehydration}}=0.8–7\ nN$) and fusion. Such vesicles collapse/fuse on the hydrophobic skin surface.

The skin has wide, relatively sparse ($10^2–10^3\ \text{cm}^{-2}$) hydrophilic pathways (skin appendages, sweat ducts [>50 \text{µm}], pilosebaceous units [5–70 \text{µm}], and sebaceous glands [5–15 \text{µm}]). At the end of the range, there are the more abundant ($10^6–10^{10}\ \text{cm}^{-2}$) small width diffusion pathways, typically running within lipid layers for lipophilic molecules of high resistance ($\leq 10\ \text{nm}$ narrow inter-corneocyte pore junctions of corneocyte-clusters and cluster boundaries). Overall, hydrophilic pathways on the intact SC cover only a tiny fraction ($<0.001\%$) of the normal skin surface (whereas cutaneous blood vessels area exceeds skin surface by 2–5 fold) and are 10–200 times narrower than the regular size of a TRS (~100 nm). Nonetheless, the TRS can overcome the skin barrier through these hydrophilic intercellular channels (and not across the lipophilic cutaneous barrier) that are too narrow to be penetrated by other kinds of lipid aggregate. It was speculated that TRS were capable of reaching the blood in intact form, but these results failed to be reproducible.

In 2012, the idea of considering the average amphipathic area per chain (Ac) as a good predictive parameter of the elastomechanic properties of vesicles prepared from a special combination of molecules (Ac correlates, quasi-exponentially, with the ease of bilayer vesicle formation and bilayer deformability) was launched. On this basis, the Ac was employed to define the third-generation of ultradeformable drug carriers, which exploit the adaptive
redistribution of ‘hydrophilic modulators’ near a bilayer and that could functionally replicate the beneficial effects of bilayer-solubilizing lipophilic compounds (surfactants). In the first and second-generation TRS, such rearrangement took place within or across the mixed lipid bilayer. In the third-generation, water-soluble molecule redistribution near a bilayer surface was shown to be similarly effective. Hydrophilic modulators of bilayer properties can increase vesicle adaptability, stability, and/or drug payload. Examples of this could be novel antifungal preparations, surfactant- or phospholipid-free nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) preparations, phospholipid-free drug-carriers, etc. This includes bioactive hydrophilic and highly adaptable composite vesicles for drugless treatment of non-severe pain and inflammation involving physical mechanisms of action.23,24

**Elastic vesicles from nonionic surfactants**

These are elastic (deformable) vesicles prepared from the bilayer-forming surfactant L-595 (100% sucrose laurate ester, 30% mono-, 40% di-, and 30% triester) and the micelle-forming nonionic surfactant PEG-8-L (polyoxyethylene laurate ester) with sulfosuccinate as stabilizer (50/50/5 molar ratio).25 Vesicles facilitate drug transport by a fast partitioning into the SC, thereby carrying vesicle-bound drug molecules into the SC.26 The transport is via a fine meshwork of thread-like channels. The vesicles themselves remain in the SC and do not penetrate into the deeper skin layers. Drug molecules are then released from the vesicles, after which they can permeate into the deeper skin layers to reach the systemic circulation.27 Only mechanistic but not preclinical applications have been published to date.

**Ethosomes: the advantages of being fluid**

These are fluid vesicles prepared from phospholipids, a high proportion of the permeation enhancer ethanol,28,29 and water; typically 2%–5% phosphatidylcholine (PC), 20%–45% ethanol, and water to 100% w/w.23,24 Figure 1 represents the main structural differences between TRS and ethosomes.

Ethanol, even at low concentrations, binds to the lipid polar heads and increases the fluidity of the liquid crystalline state.30,31 By employing Phosphorous-31 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (NMR31P), the polar head group motions of PC were found to be restricted and

---

**Figure 1** A representative scheme of deformable vesicles (A), and fluid vesicles (ethosomes) (B).
Ethanol might extract some of the lipid fraction from within the SC, with the consequence of improved drug flux through the skin when used at high concentrations for prolonged times. In other words, ethosomes would disrupt the lipophilic barrier of the skin. This barrier depends on the molecular weight and distribution coefficient rather than molecular size of permeants. The lipophilic barrier confines molecules heavier than 400–500 Da to the skin surface, but its height decreases with permeants’ lipophilicity. Such mechanisms differ from that employed by TRS, which is neither mediated by fluidification nor fusion with the SC lipids. Penetration is the term used to describe the transport of vesicles as non-fragmented bilayers through a semipermeable barrier with pores smaller than the vesicular diameter under a driving force that can be hydrostatic, which vanishes after skin occlusion. This term is different from permeation; a term describing material transport across a barrier depending on a concentration gradient following Fick’s law of diffusion, with the trans-barrier transport linearly correlated with the permeant’s diffusivity and distribution coefficient, and the in vitro permeation broadly resembling the in vivo permeation. Lack of such proportionalities or correlations indicates a non-diffusive mechanism of transport. TRS are said to penetrate (and not to permeate) the SC by mechanisms dependent on structural adaptability but independent of any particular composition. Therefore, the mechanism mediating skin interaction is of key importance in deciding whether to include or not include the fluid vesicles developed in the last 10 years under the definition of TRS. Controversies over the classification of deformable or fluid vesicles arise when the mechanism of skin interaction is poorly defined.

Hydrophilic solutes within deformable or fluid vesicles can experience difficulties in escaping across the barrier imposed by the lipid bilayers. Once released, the fate of hydrophilic solutes will depend on their affinity with epidermis/dermis structures. For instance, deformable vesicles (soybean phosphatidylcholine [SPC]/sodium cholate at 8.8%/1.2% w/v hydrated with 10% v/v ethanol) reduce the transdermal flux of the highly hydrophilic intermediate molecular weight drug model calcein in vivo, when compared to a solution containing or not containing sodium cholate and ethanol. The transdermal absorption of calcein from deformable vesicles is controlled by the release of the drug from the formulation deposited onto the skin surface. Besides, deformable vesicles (SPC/Tween 80 at 84.5/15.5 w/w hydrated with 7% v/v ethanol) with the model hydrophilic drug ketotifen inside did not improve skin deposition and permeation over aqueous control in vitro. However, vesicles containing...
ketotifen outside significantly improved permeation and skin deposition after 24 hours of nonocclusive application over that of vesicles with ketotifen inside and with both ketotifen inside and outside.\textsuperscript{41} Similarly, ethosomes with ketotifen inside, and ethosomes with both ketotifen inside and outside, showed significant improvement in cumulative ketotifen permeation and skin deposition over ketotifen solution in 30% ethanol. Ethosomes, however, were not able to improve skin delivery of non-entrapped ketotifen.\textsuperscript{41} On the contrary, the hydrophobic/amphipathic solutes penetrate exclusively associated to the vesicles. Remarkably, the entrapment efficiency (EE) for hydrophobic/amphipathic solutes of ethosomes is significantly high because of its solubilization on multilayers and hydroethanolic inner compartments. Liposomes lacking ethanol would only solubilize hydrophobic/amphipathic solutes within phospholipid bilayers.\textsuperscript{44}

**Invasomes**

These are vesicles prepared from phospholipids, ethanol, and terpenes (10\%\%3.3%/0.5%/1% w/v), which serve as penetration enhancers. Similar to ethosomes, the permeation enhancing effect of invasomes has been explained by fluidizing and disturbing the organization of SC lipids.\textsuperscript{42,43} The increased fluidity of vesicles by the addition of terpenes and a disorganized SC bilayer structure are thought to facilitate the penetration of invasomes. However, no direct correlation between fluidity of invasomes and their penetration enhancing ability was found. Recently, the transdermal flux of vesicular formulations containing sodium cholate or Tween 80 was compared with that of invasomes.\textsuperscript{44} It was observed that the transdermal flux of TRS (with sodium cholate at 1\% and 1.8\% w/w) was higher than those containing Tween 80 (\textasciitilde 60 versus \textasciitilde 40 mg/s cm\(^2\)). However, the highest values of 80 mg/s cm\(^2\) were observed for 1% w/w terpene mixture and 1% limonene-containing invasomes. Besides, the amount of calcine transported across the skin as calcine solution is minimal, but significantly higher amounts are transported when calcine is entrapped in conventional liposomes, TRS, or invasomes, with the order being: solution \textlt; conventional liposomes \textlt; TRS \textlt; invasomes. Although these differences are manifested beyond 10 hours of incubation, it is possible that penetration enhancers from invasomes will diffuse out of the vesicles and permeate the skin lipids to enhance drug transport.

**Penetration enhancer-containing vesicles (PEVs)**

These are vesicles prepared from phospholipids and penetration enhancers with hydrosoluble glycols such as diethylene glycol monooethyl ether (Transcutol\textsuperscript{\textregistered}, Gattefosse SA, Saint Priest, France) or propylene glycol (PG) at 10\%–30\% v/v.\textsuperscript{45} The permeation enhancer perturbs, in a dose-dependent manner, the phospholipid perturbs and packaging characteristics and, thus, fluidizes the vesicle bilayer. The deformability of PEVs is very close to that of conventional liposomes; thus, a similar mechanism of penetration to ethosomes has been proposed. The permeation enhancer has a dual effect; it improves vesicular bilayer fluidity and also reduces the SC barrier function transiently.\textsuperscript{46} Note that PEV is a rather confusing denomination, since ethosomes and invasomes are also penetration enhancer-containing vesicles.

**Preclinical applications as antitumors**

Nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC) is the most common type of cancer in Caucasian populations.\textsuperscript{47,48} In the United States alone, 2 million people are diagnosed with nonmelanoma skin cancer every year, with squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and basal cell carcinoma (BCC) accounting for the majority of cases.\textsuperscript{49} Surgical removal is the standard therapy for the treatment of SCC and BCC, but it may cause morbidity in high-risk individuals and have negative cosmetic outcomes. Thus, the development of alternative modalities for the treatment of NMSC remains highly desirable. Topical treatment regimens are considered to be effective alternatives for NMSC. Skin delivery is noninvasive, achieves high local levels of drug (keratinocytes of the epidermis or its appendages and basal cells of epidermis where SCC and the BCC locate, respectively), minimizes systemic exposure, and is more acceptable to patients.\textsuperscript{50} We will discuss the few studies published to date. In most of them, penetration in vitro and/or in vivo and cytotoxicity were studied (Table 1).

**Chemotherapy**

The first preclinical studies on skin chemotherapy mediated by deformable vesicles are relatively recent (2005) and determine the cytotoxicity of the hydrophilic bleomycin in Transfersomes\textsuperscript{51} as well its in vivo skin penetration.\textsuperscript{52} A few later ethosomes and microneedles were employed for the topical delivery of the hydrophobic antitumoral agent docetaxel (DTX).\textsuperscript{53} DTX is used in the treatment of breast, ovarian, and non-small-cell lung cancers. It is a semisynthetic analog of paclitaxel (MW: 807.9), lipophilic (logP = 4.1) and poorly water soluble (6–7 \(\mu\)g/mL), with limited transdermal permeation. It was found that DTX-ethosomes enhanced transdermal delivery of DTX across both rat and porcine skin without microneedle treatment, superior under occlusive
Table 1. Antitumoral agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vesicle type/drug</th>
<th>Composition and structural properties</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRS Bleomycin</strong></td>
<td>EPC/NaChol (10% w/w) 150–200 nm.</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity on immortalized human cutaneous keratinocytes (NEB-1) and human squamous carcinoma cells (SCC).</td>
<td>LD50 of bleomycin-TRS was ~3-fold higher than that of free bleomycin for SCC cells and ~30 times higher for NEB-1 cells. Bleomycin-TRS at 30 μg/mL killed more than double SCC cells compared to NEB-1 cells and was similar to that of bleomycin solution.</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRS Bleomycin</strong></td>
<td>SPC/NaChol (16% w/w) with beta-sitosterol 3-β-D-glucoside (SitG) (5% w/w) 114–53 nm, −30 mV, 28% EE.</td>
<td>In vivo permeation through rat skin.</td>
<td>Permeation of NaChol-TRS, NaChol/SitG-TRS and conventional liposomes was 4, 6 and 1% dose, respectively. NaChol-TRS and NaChol/SitG-TRS showed absorption of bleomycin into epidermis and dermis. NaChol/SitG-TRS delivered higher skin concentrations of drug than NaChol-TRS.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethosomes DTX</strong></td>
<td>DTX/SPC/NaChol/EtOH/PBS (0.14/6/11/18/65% w/w) Sonicated (43 nm) and not sonicated (200 nm) 80%–88% EE.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through rat and pig skin under occlusive and nonocclusive application of 100 μL on 0.636 cm².</td>
<td>On rat skin, under both conditions cumulatively larger amounts and steady-state flux for DTX-ethosomes compared to conventional liposomes were shown. On porcine skin, under nonocclusive application, DTX concentration was below the limit of determination. Under occlusive application, DTX-ethosomes improved skin delivery compared to conventional liposomes and 20% w/w ethanolic solution.</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethosomes PTX</strong></td>
<td>PC/EtOH (1%/45% w/v) 240 ± 61 nm, −57% EE.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through human SC and viable epidermis under nonocclusive application. Cytotoxicity on DJM-1 cells.</td>
<td>Flux of PTX-ethosomes was 3.2- and 23.2-fold higher than PTX in physical mixture and PTX-hydroethanolic suspension, respectively. PTX-ethosomes elicited the greatest dermal accumulation. At 5 μM, PTX and PTX-ethosomes caused 40% and 90% cell death after 72 hours, respectively.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethosomes ALA</strong></td>
<td>PE and PE/Chol/SS, (2:1:2.5 molar ratio) with 15% EtOH, &lt;200 nm, −70 mV, PE/Chol/SS 66% EE, PE 10% EE.</td>
<td>In vivo permeation by CLSM. 100 μL was applied on 0.785 cm² of the dorsal skin of nude mice. Irradiated at 120 J/cm².</td>
<td>Penetration depth of ethosomes was higher than that of liposomes.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invasomes mTHPC</strong></td>
<td>SPC/EtOH/terpenes (cineole, citral, and D-limonene at 45:45:10, v/v) Sonicated (45 nm) and not sonicated (150 nm, −70 mV).</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through abdominal human skin under nonocclusive application, 10 μL/cm² was applied on 3.14 cm².</td>
<td>SC deposition and skin depth profile of mTHPC decreased in the following order: invasomes 1% terpenes &gt; invasomes 0.5% terpenes &gt; ethanolic solution &gt; liposomes 3.3% ethanol &gt; conventional liposomes. mTHPC-invasomes with 1% terpenes penetrated into viable epidermis and dermis. Only invasomes with 1% of terpenes led to a significantly slower increase in tumor size compared to mice without any treatment and mice treated with photoirradiation.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invasomes mTHPC</strong></td>
<td>SPC/EtOH/terpenes or citral (10%/3.3%/1% w/v).</td>
<td>10 μL/cm² was applied onto 3 cm² of mouse skin nonocclusively 10 days after subcutaneous implanted HT29 cells. Irradiated at 20 J/cm² on 11th and 19th day after tumor induction.</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity on human epidermoid carcinoma cell line A431 and HT29 photoirradiation at 20 J/cm². mTHPC-invasomes and mTHPC-ethanolic solution reduce survival of HT29 cells and, especially, A431 cells, being more sensitive to PDT.</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invasomes mTHPC</strong></td>
<td>SPC/EtOH/terpenes or citral (10%/3.3%/1% w/v). 120–140 nm.</td>
<td>In vitro skin permeation through human abdominal skin under nonocclusive application of 10 μL/cm² on 3.14 cm².</td>
<td>SC deposition of mTHPC decreased in the following order: cationic &gt; neutral &gt; anionic TRS &gt; conventional liposomes. Cationic TRS provided the highest accumulation of mTHPC in the deeper skin layers, followed by neutral and anionic TRS. mTHPC was not found in the acceptor compartment regardless of the applied vesicle formulation, indicating no risk of systemic side-effects.</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Structural properties included size (nm), Z potential (mV), and entrapment efficiency (% EE).

Abbreviations: ALA, 5-aminolevulinic acid; Chol, cholesterol; EE, entrapment efficiency; EPC, egg phosphatidylcholine; EtOH, ethanol; mTHPC, temoporfin; NaChol, sodium cholate; PBS, phosphate buffered saline; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; SA, Stearylamine; SitG, Beta-sitosterol 3-β-D-glucoside; SC, stratum corneum; SPC, soya phosphatidylcholine; SS, sodium stearate; DTX, docetaxel; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PTX, paclitaxel; DJM-I, human squamous-cell carcinoma cell line; HT29, human colon adenocarcinoma grade II cell line; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; Z, zeta; TRS, Transfersomes® (IDEA AG, Munich, Germany).
conditions. An enhanced transdermal flux for DTX on porcine skin from liposomal formulations was observed if combined with a previous microneedle treatment as well as a minimal lag time for DTX-ethosomes through microneedle-treated skin. However, this work focuses on the transdermal delivery of an antitumoral drug that would act on non-skin targets. The advantages of diminishing the systemic side effects and increasing the local activity are unclear.

More recently, the topical delivery of another hydrophobic antitumoral agent in ethosomes was tested. Paclitaxel (PTX) is a highly hydrophobic macrocyclic, that can accumulate within the SC and does not penetrate into the deeper skin layers. Currently, PTX is intravenously administered as Taxol® (Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, Princeton, NJ, USA), in a Cremophor EL® (BASF SE, Limburgerhof, Germany) and ethanol (50%:50% v/v) formulation, or Abraxane® (Celgene Corporation, Summit, NJ, USA) in an albumin nanoparticle formulation. In agreement with that observed for other hydrophobic compounds, PTX was homogeneously distributed in the hydroethanolic and hydrophobic compartments of the ethosomes. The EE was higher as the percentage of ethanol increased, without promoting a compartmentalization of the drug as observed in liposomes. PTX-ethosomes permeated faster through human SC and viable epidermis than free PTX or PTX/empty-ethosomes physical mixture. PTX-ethosomes provided a sustained release of PTX suitable for in vivo administration. The antiproliferative effect on DJM-1 cells (a human skin SCC cell line that represents the malignant progression and differentiation of actinic keratosis [AK] after exposition to ultraviolet [UV] radiations) was higher for PTX-ethosomes as compared with the remaining formulations.

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) with 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA)

The penetration depth and skin production of protoporphyrin IX by different formulations of ALA in liposomes and in ethosomes on irradiated nude mice was reported. ALA is a precursor of the photosensitizer protoporphyrin IX (PpIX), formed in vivo after the exogenous application of ALA. In PDT, PpIX activated by a suitable wavelength generates singlet oxygen, by a cascade of reactions. The cytotoxic effect of singlet oxygen on tumors occurs by two pathways: destruction of tumor cells by necrosis or apoptosis and the failure of tumor vascularization by a decline in oxygen-carrying blood. ALA molecules are hydrophilic zwitterions; thus, the major limitation of ALA mediated topical PDT is the poor penetration of ALA through cell membranes or the skin. In general, liposomes and ethosomes display low entrapment efficiencies of ALA because of its hydrophilicity. Moreover, the entrapment of hydrophilic molecules in ethosomes is less efficient than that of hydrophobic molecules. This work showed that, in vivo, the fluorescence intensity of PpIX was maximal after topical application of ALA in phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) ethosomes (minimal EE with 90% external ALA versus maximal EE for PE:cholesterol (Chol):sodium stearate (SS) ethosomes) as compared to that achieved by ALA in aqueous solution, ethanolic solution, and liposomes. In accordance with previously reported experimental evidence, a correlation between EE and PpIX delivery to an epidermal target was absent. According to the authors, the ethosomes would act as permeation enhancers for the free hydrophilic solute, increasing the opportunities for free ALA to be taken up by epidermal cells. However, this explanation contradicts the hypothesis made by Elsayed et al on the absence of permeation enhancement by ethosomes on free hydrophilic solutes. The PE:Chol:SS ethosomes of higher EE, on the other hand, would not allow the release of ALA from the inner side of ethosomes. In other words, liposomal phospholipids form an extra lipid barrier from where the hydrophilic drug is slowly released. Because of this, in spite of gaining access to deep skin layers, ALA in PE:Chol:SS ethosomes would not be available to be metabolized to PpIX. This work, however, did not assess cytotoxicity on keratinocytes and lacks a suitable comparison with TRS.

PDT with temoporfin

Temoporfin (mTHPC) is a highly hydrophobic second-generation photosensitizer with low percutaneous penetration. mTHPC has shown to be effective in the PDT of early or recurrent oral carcinomas, in the palliative treatment of refractory oral carcinomas, and in the treatment of primary NMSC of the head and neck. Until now, for all positive findings, intravenous application of mTHPC was mandatory.

A former study compared the in vitro skin penetration of mTHPC-invasomes with that of liposomes, liposomes containing ethanol, and ethanolic solution. It was found that mTHPC-invasomes with 1% (w/v) terpene mixture significantly enhanced deposition of mTHPC in the SC and into the deeper layers of the skin. It was also found that topical skin application of mTHPC-invasomes followed by photor irradiation slowed down tumor growth in mice bearing a subcutaneously implanted human colorectal tumor HT29, compared with no treatment. The subcutaneous localization and the intermediate sensitivity against PDT of the tumor HT29 were claimed to limit the success of the therapy. However, this would
not be a suitable model of NMSC; the anticancer efficacy of topical treatments can be tested in mice bearing A431 (human epidermoid carcinoma cell line) intradermal xenografts.30

Invasomes containing 1% (w/v) cineole provided the largest enhancement of skin penetration of mTHPC, followed by invasomes containing 1% (w/v) of the standard terpene mixture.48 The in vitro PDT efficacy of mTHPC-invasomes was higher against human epidermoid carcinoma cells (A431) (16% survival after 24 hours) than on HT29 cells.69

Finally, mTHPC-loaded in cationic TRS showed the highest penetration enhancing ability compared to conventional liposomes, neutral, and anionic TRS. The positive charges on the surface of cationic liposomes could bind to negative charges of the SC, leading to an enhanced drug penetration into/through the skin.70 Regarding the penetration enhancing effect, TRS showed comparable ability to invasomes containing 0.5% (w/w) terpenes, but they were less efficient than invasomes containing 1% (w/w) terpenes. However, this work did not assess cytotoxicity on keratinocytes.

**Preclinical applications as anti-inflammatory agents**

Between 1997 and 2004, Cevc et al performed a series of preclinical studies on mice to assess the performance of topical glucocorticoids in TRS.71–73 To increase diffusion and local activity, conventional lotions, ointments or gels for topical delivery contain high concentration (at supersaturation) of glucocorticoids plus a high content of permeation-enhancers. These conditions lead to drug metastability,74 decreased permeability of the barrier,75 and unnecessary systemic delivery. Briefly, the rationale for improving the topical delivery of glucocorticoids is based on the capacity of TRS to cross the intact SC following the hydration gradient.76 The penetration of TRS would cease after entering the viable epidermis and a sub-SC deposit is formed.14,16,21 Since this penetration is independent of diffusion, the existence of a concentration gradient of active ingredient is no longer relevant. In other words, TRS enables the active penetration of low doses of active ingredient across the intact SC. These remarkable initial findings highlighted the possibility of increasing the time of action, potency, regioselectivity, and safety of topical hydrocortisone, dexamethasone, or triamcinolone acetonide.75 Overall, it was found that a low dose-per-area favors the drug retention in the skin, while an increased total applied drug dose, and increased dose-per-area promoted the systemic drug availability. At low dose-per-area, the skin toxicity was reduced and sub-SC deposits of corticoids were formed in the epidermis; in the absence of permeation enhancers and minimizing the systemic spill-over. The fate and the activity of the carrier-transported corticosteroids in the skin are dependent on the agent solubility in the tissue. It was observed that hydrophilic drugs such as hydrocortisone could leave the TRS and diffuse into the surrounding hydrophilic environment, whereas liposoluble triamcinolone acetonide remained associated with TRS bilayers favoring the formation of an epidermal deposit.72 In humans, similar results were achieved with triamcinolone acetonide in TRS.77 By the accumulation of sub-SC deposits at low doses-per-area, the TRS proved to increase the performance of low biological potency drugs such as the short acting hydrocortisone and the long acting dexamethasone.73

Topical glucocorticoids are associated with thinning of the epidermis and dermis, decreasing subcutaneous adipose tissue, and suppressing epidermal cell proliferation leading to a potential discontinuation of the therapy when repeatedly used; a fact that could result in sudden aggravation of symptoms.76 Due to these reasons, the quest to develop drugs with fewer safety problems is urgent. Initial preclinical studies employing ethosomes79,80 and TRS as carriers for topical NSAIDs are shown in Table 2.

The first preclinical study assessing the performance of NSAIDs in TRS was launched in 2001 by Cevc and Blume.38,39,82 TRS enabled the route of administration to be modified, reduce the therapeutic dose, and achieve region selective delivery of NSAIDs to deep subcutaneous tissue. We will briefly describe the most relevant results on diclofenac and ketoprofen in TRS (Transfenac® [IDEA AG, Muenchen, Germany] and Diractin® [IDEA AG, Muenchen, Germany], respectively).

Diclofenac (sodium salt) is a poorly hydrosoluble (2.37 mg/L, logP 4.51), acetic acid-derived NSAID, with analgesic and antipyretic properties. It inhibits both leukocyte migration and the enzyme cyclooxygenase (COX-1 and COX-2; an enzyme involved in prostaglandin synthesis via the arachidonic acid pathway). Antipyretic effects may be due to action on the hypothalamus. In spite of its potency and high oral bioavailability, its low specificity is associated with adverse effects, primarily in the gastrointestinal tract. Orally administered diclofenac is poorly tolerated and causes stomach ulcerations.78,83 The therapeutic diclofenac concentration in target tissues is approximately 0.5 µg/g tissue, a concentration that should be achieved while simultaneously keeping its systemic and gastrointestinal concentrations as low as possible. Most NSAID molecules diffuse across the SC and into deeper skin regions rather
Table 2 Anti-inflammatory, anti-scarring, anti-atopic dermatitis and anti-psoriasis agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vesicle type/drug</th>
<th>Composition and structural properties</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethosomes CBD</td>
<td>CBD/EtOH 3%/40% w/w. CBD/SPC (1:2 molar ratio) in carbomer gel. 300–400 nm.</td>
<td>CBD skin permeation and organ distribution was measured in CD1 nude mice. Anti-inflammatory effect on carrageenan-induced aseptic paw edema in male ICR mice. In vitro permeation through human SC and epidermis membranes. Toxicity, drug permeation, and anti-inflammatory activity in a model of skin erythema on human volunteers were evaluated.</td>
<td>Accumulation of CBD in the skin and in the underlying muscle. Steady-state levels were reached at ~24 hours and lasted at least until 72 hours. Application of ethosomes on abdominal area prevented the inflammation and edema of the right hind paw. Very good skin tolerability. Ethosomes increase permeation of ammonium glycyrrhizinate, and enhance the anti-inflammatory activity compared to the ethanolic or aqueous solutions of ammonium glycyrrhizinate.</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethosomes ammonium glycyrrhizinate</td>
<td>SPC/EtOH 2% (w/v). 45% (v/v). 100 nm.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through new born pig skin under nonocclusive application. 100 µL was applied on 0.785 cm².</td>
<td>Two SOD-TRS doses produced 53% of edema regression and an increase of the total thiol concentration in animal sera. Radiographic images showed good preservation of the joint space and soft tissues around the joint. Prophylactically, SOD-TRS was able to suppress the induced rat paw edema. Only acid diclofenac-PEVs showed 3-fold more elasticity than conventional liposomes. Accumulation into the skin of acid diclofenac was greater than or equal to the sodium salt. For acid diclofenac, the highest drug accumulation was found in the epidermis, 10%–20% Transcutol enhanced drug deposition three times more than conventional liposomes. Transdermal delivery was higher for the sodium salt form.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRS SOD</td>
<td>SPC:NaChol (3.75:1 molar ratio) SOD was added to the vesicles, 150 ± 50 nm.</td>
<td>Epicutaneous administration on day 1 onwards post-induction of adjuvant arthritis. Prophylactically SOD-TRS was epicutaneous administered 3 days before arthritis induction.</td>
<td>Accumulation of diclofenac in the skin by Transcutol-PEVs was 3.0- and 1.6-fold higher than aqueous solution and Voltaren, respectively, and by ethosomes and PG-PEVs was two-fold higher than solution and comparable to Voltaren. All vesicles reduce diclofenac permeation and flux in comparison with solution and Voltaren. Edema was reduced more efficiently by diclofenac-PEVs, and was practically abolished by diclofenac-PG-PEVs. Diclofenac-PEVs caused 1.9–2.7-fold decrease in myeloperoxidase activity compared to non-treated animals and Voltaren treated animals.</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEVs acid and sodium salt diclofenac</td>
<td>SPC (90 mg)/Oleic acid (10 mg)/Transcutol (10%, 20%, 30% v/v). 87–146 nm, −53 to −78 mV. Acid diclofenac (65%–75% EE), Na diclofenac (50%–57% EE).</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through mice skin under nonocclusive application. 100 µL was applied on 0.785 cm². Anti-inflammatory efficacy: topically applied over the same dorsal site 3 hours after phorbol ester treatment (TPA). Procedure was repeated on day 2 and 3.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through new born pig skin under nonocclusive application. 100 µL was applied on 0.785 cm². Anti-inflammatory efficacy: topically applied over the same dorsal site 3 hours after phorbol ester treatment (TPA). Procedure was repeated on day 2 and 3.</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethosomes PEVs diclofenac sodium salt</td>
<td>PC/EtOH (90 mg/0.2 mL); PC/Transcutol (9/1 w/w); PC/PG (9/1 w/w) 100 nm, negatively charged, 52%–65% EE.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through human skin.</td>
<td>Accumulation of diclofenac into the skin by Transcutol-PEVs was 3.0- and 1.6-fold higher than aqueous solution and Voltaren, respectively, and by ethosomes and PG-PEVs was two-fold higher than solution and comparable to Voltaren. All vesicles reduce diclofenac permeation and flux in comparison with solution and Voltaren. Edema was reduced more efficiently by diclofenac-PEVs, and was practically abolished by diclofenac-PG-PEVs. Diclofenac-PEVs caused 1.9–2.7-fold decrease in myeloperoxidase activity compared to non-treated animals and Voltaren treated animals.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethosomes ketoprofen</td>
<td>SPC/EtOH (1%–3% and 20%–40%) 120–420 nm, 45%–78% EE.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through human skin.</td>
<td>Ketoprofen-ethosomes improved drug permeation and showed higher transdermal flux compared to hydroethanolic drug solution.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethosomes S-FU</td>
<td>SPC/5-FU/EtOH and PBS (2% w/v)/[0.4% v/v]/[3% v/v]/[68% v/v]), 65 nm.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through human HS and skin, 250 µL on 2.8 cm² under nonocclusive application.</td>
<td>Total amounts of 5-FU that permeated skin were: ethosomes-scar &gt; hydroethanolic solution-scar &gt; ethosomes-skin &gt; Hydroethanolic solution-skin.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethosomes ALA</td>
<td>PE (0.13 mM) with 0.1% ALA dissolved in 15% v/v EtOH solution.</td>
<td>Permeation and recovery of skin in a hyperproliferative murine model, 100 µL was applied on 0.785 cm² of the dorsal skin of mice.</td>
<td>ALA-ethosomes increased cumulative amounts five- to 26-fold in normal and hyperproliferative murine skin samples compared to ALA aqueous solution. ALA–ethosomes increased four-fold PpIX intensity compared to solution. Penetration depth reached 20–50 µm.</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
well, using hydrophobic pathways in the intercellular lipid matrix of the skin, because of their suitable lipid-water partition coefficient and their small size. However, their topical administration in classical topical formulations has limited local action because of their fast clearance from the skin by the capillary plexus underlying the skin.

The diclofenac spill-over into the blood circulation leaves too little of the drug in the target organs for adequate stand-alone therapy.

The biodistribution and plasma pharmacokinetics of a lotion-like formulation of diclofenac in TRS was determined in NMR1 mice, Wistar rats, and common pigs. Transfenac has an estimated 75% membrane bound diclofenac and flexibility of the vesicle membrane at least five times higher than that of standard PC vesicles in fluid phase. Transfenac showed a longer effect and reached ten times higher concentrations in the tissues under the skin in comparison with the drug from a commercial hydrogel of diclofenac. These advantages were more pronounced with diclofenac. These advantages were more pronounced with diclofenac. These advantages were more pronounced with transfenac, but showed similar trends. The avoidance of drug clearance by the capillary plexus occurs because of the size of TRS (~100 nm diameter), which are too bulky to penetrate through the non-fenestrated capillary of the skin. Because of the absence of irrigation of the cutaneous tissue employed in the in vitro permeation experiments, it is also believed that Franz-cell experiments are useless for testing the formulations that contain carriers capable of non-diffusive penetration of the skin barrier. The in vitro and in vivo results for the latter kind of formulation can differ by two orders of magnitude.

Topical delivery of diclofenac employing different fluid vesicles is less advanced, but showed similar trends. For example the transdermal permeation of diclofenac either in the acid or in the sodium salt form loaded into Transcutol-containing PEVs was tested in vitro through newborn pig skin. The PEVs were better carriers than liposomes and commercial diclofenac sodium salt gel formulation for the local delivery of diclofenac to the skin. The high deposition of both drug forms (in particular of acid form, more lipophilic than the sodium salt) into the epidermis suggested that PEVs penetrate the intact skin, reaching the epidermis to form a depot from which the drug is released. More recently, the efficacy of diclofenac-PEVs on phorbol ester-induced skin inflammation was examined. Diclofenac-PEVs resulted in marked attenuation of edema and leukocyte infiltration and provided an amelioration of

---

**Table 2 (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vesicle type/drug</th>
<th>Composition and structural properties</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRS</td>
<td>PC/Tween 80/MPB-PE (89:10:0.5) bound to Pep-1 peptide. 130 nm, 25 mV.</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through dehydrated mouse skin. Atopic dermatitis-like lesions were induced by repeat application of 2,4,6-trinitro-1-chloro-benzene on NC/Nga mice. Mice were treated daily for 3 weeks.</td>
<td>TXG-Pep1-TRS increased 3.5- and 9.4-fold the amount of TXG permeated compared to TXG-Tr and TXG solution, respectively. Mice treated with TXG-solution and TXG-Pep1-TRS showed reduced TEWL within a week. TXG-Pep1-TRS treated group showed equivalent TEWL values as the normal group after 3 weeks treatment. TXG solution and TXG-Pep1-TRS led to reduction in serum IL-4 and IgE levels, and a ten-fold increase of IFN-γ. SC deposition was equal for ethosomes and commercial Protopic. For tacrolimus-ethosomes, higher drug deposition in epidermis as compared to liposomes and Protopic was shown. Tacrolimus-ethosomes with 30% ethanol or 30% PG showed greater reduction in ear swelling than liposomes, Protopic, and dexamethasone cream.</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXG</td>
<td>Ethosomes tacrolimus</td>
<td>In vitro permeation through Wistar rat skin under occlusive application on 1.76 cm². Atopic dermatitis was induced by repeated topical application of 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene on BALB/c mice.</td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Structural properties included size (nm), Z potential (mV) and entrapment efficiency (EE). Transcutol®; Gattefosse SA, Saint Priest, France. Voltaren; Novartis, Basel, Switzerland.

**Abbreviations:** ALA, 5-aminolevulinic acid; CBD, cannabidiol; EE, entrapment efficiency; EtOH, ethanol; HS, hypertrophic scars; MPB-PE, N-[4-(p-maleimidophenyl)butyryl]-phosphatidylethanolamine; PpIX, protoporphyrin IX; SC, stratum corneum; TRS, Transfersomes; NaChol, sodium cholate; PEVs, penetration enhancer-containing vesicles; PC, phosphatidylcholine; 5-FU, 5-fluorouracil; Pep-1, cell penetrating peptide Pep-1; Z, zeta; IL, interleukin; IgE, Immunoglobulin E; IFN, Interferon; NC/Nga, inbred stain mice.
the tissue damage. In vivo and ex-vivo results indicate that PEVs localized the drug to the site of inflammation, while as diclofenac solution and commercial Voltaren Emulgel® (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland), the drug continues to diffuse across the skin without any control and mostly reaching the systemic circulation from where it is metabolized and excreted.

Ketoprofen is another poorly hydrosoluble (51 mg/L, logP = 3.12), potent analgesic NSAID of the propionic acid group derived from aryl carboxylic acid. By inhibiting COX-2 and COX-1, its side effects are gastrointestinal upset and ulceration. Ketoprofen is thought to have anti-bradykinin activity, as well as lysosomal membrane-stabilizing action. Antipyretic effects may be due to action on the hypothalamus. Identical to topical diclofenac, TRS (Diractin) were successfully used to improve the regioselectivity of ketoprofen. More than 95% of the total applied drug amount is either bound to or encapsulated into TRS. The benefit of Diractin showed up only in vivo after nonocclusive topical application. The area under the curve (AUC) for the carriers-based gel in the peripheral deep muscle then exceeds the AUC for a conventional gel by ~35-fold. Conversely, the occluded TRS have approximately ten times lower AUC. Occlusion thus prevents TRS from showing their superior drug delivery characteristics in vivo compared with a conventional drug-in-gel formulation.

Swissmedic approved Diractin in 2006 for the treatment of inflammation and pain related to osteoarthritis based on the first pivotal European study, which demonstrated that both Diractin and an oral COX-2 inhibitor improved pain comparably. In 2008, the European Medicines Agency did not approve Diractin since the efficacy of the drug for the proposed dose was not sufficiently demonstrated. In response, IDEA AG announced in 2009 that Diractin, locally applied ketoprofen-free vesicles, and oral COX-2 inhibitor were superior to oral placebo for the treatment of osteoarthritis of the knee in two Phase III clinical studies. Surprisingly, differences between Diractin and the locally applied ketoprofen-free vesicles were not statistically significant, but they caused lower rates of gastrointestinal adverse events than oral treatment. However, post hoc analyses revealed Diractin superiority over the empty deformable vesicles in a large subgroup of patients.

A preclinical study testing the efficacy of ketoprofen in ethosomes for transdermal drug delivery was recently published. Improved drug permeation across human skin and higher transdermal flux with ethosomal formulations compared to hydroethanolic drug solution was revealed in vitro. Based on transdermal flux, the estimated steady state in vivo plasma concentration from ethosomes attained therapeutic drug levels, whereas the hydroethanolic drug solution exhibited subtherapeutic drug concentrations with a patch size of 50 cm².

**Preclinical applications as anti-scarring, anti-atopic dermatitis, and anti-psoriasis agents**

A hypertrophic scar (HS) has a different tissue composition from that of normal skin. It lacks mature corneocytes and this leads to SC barrier dysfunction. HS tissue also has fewer hair follicles, skin glands, dermal papilla, and other ancillary structures. The dermis of HS is much thicker than that of skin and contains a large number of collagen fibers. Although the SC of HS is frequently thicker than that of normal skin, most of the corneocytes in HS SC are immature, demonstrating irregular shape and fragility. Scanning electron microscopy of such corneocytes reveals numerous fine wrinkles on their enlarged surface areas that may weaken the SC barrier function. Additionally, the hydrophobic ceramide composition of the HS SC lipids is decreased, which allows easier penetration of hydrophilic drugs into scar tissues. Overall, scar tissues seriously affect the process of transdermal absorption of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs, ultimately influencing the therapeutic effects for skin scars.

A preliminary study tested the in vitro penetration of quantum dots trapped within ethosomes (PC/ethanol 2%/30%, 75 nm) in human skin HS. It was found that ethosomes can penetrate into the dermis layer of the scar tissue. However, the occlusion conditions were not reported and the study lacked controls with other liposomes or hydroethanolic solution.

5-fluorouracil (5-FU) possesses anti-scarring activity and is widely recommended in clinical practice, but its administration route is mainly intralesional injection, which causes severe pain (despite the use of anesthesia). Recently, 5-FU-ethosomes were employed to facilitate its painless delivery into scar tissue. Previously, the depth of penetration in HS was determined to be size dependent and maximal for 65 nm diameter ethosomes. In vitro delivery of 5-FU-ethosomes was more efficient in human HS than in skin and greater than that of 5-FU in hydroethanolic solution. However, though the authors point out that ethosomes could enhance drug penetration in the epidermis and dermis in HS, this preliminary study also lacked elemental controls, such as the comparison with deformable vesicles and the inclusion of cytotoxicity screening on keratinocytes.
Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory T-lymphocyte mediated autoimmune disease of the dermis and epidermis characterized by leukocyte infiltration into the skin and localized deregulated skin growth, which leads to the development of scaling erythematous plaques.¹⁰¹ Traditional treatments can cause remission of symptoms, with a limited effective outcome.¹⁰²,¹⁰³ Biologic-immune-response modifiers are under development.¹⁰⁴ It was recently shown that ALA-mediated PDT can be used to modulate cellular functions, which lead to induction of transcription factors (especially activating protein-1, AP-1, and nuclear factor kappa-light chain enhancer of activated B cells, NF-κB) but cannot induce cell death in psoriasis covering a large area with long-term treatment.¹⁰⁵ Nonetheless, to increase the ALA permeation across the SC, expensive solutions of ALA at high concentration (20%) that cause irritation have to be employed. In this frame, the anti-psoriatic effect of ALA-mediated PDT by ALA-ethosomes was tested on a psoriatic-like model induced by tape-stripping on mouse skin.¹⁰⁶ The major differences between human and mouse skin are their relative thickness: human SC are 17 µm whereas mouse SC are 9 µm; and human epidermis are 47 µm whereas mouse epidermis are 29 µm. Further differences in composition and organization of intercellular SC lipids (free fatty acids, cholesterol, long-chain ceramides, and triglycerides), and the distributing density of hair follicles,¹⁰⁷ account for the higher penetration rates on mice skin. Psoriatic lesions differ from normal skin in abnormal SC stacking, which leads to the formation of scales, reduces the granular layer, elongates the epidermal rete, and enlarges the blood vessels. None of these features, except epidermal rete exist in the mouse model. Considering these differences, it was found that ALA in PE ethosomes induced a higher enhancement ratio (amount of ethosomes/amount of aqueous solution) both on normal skin (5 ng/cm²) and on hyper-proliferative skin (26 ng/cm²). Employing ALA-ethosomes, the PpIX reached the epidermis is twice as thick. Furthermore, the induction of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, an inflammatory mediator typical of psoriasis, was reduced.

The incidence of dermatitis, the most common chronic and episodic skin disease characterized with severe itching, has been rising incessantly.¹⁰⁸,¹⁰⁹ Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a chronically relapsing skin disorder characterized by allergic symptoms such as redness, flaking, and itching.¹¹⁰ In AD, there is a dysfunction of the SC that results in excessive transepidermal water losses (TEWL) and infiltration of allergens into the skin.¹¹¹ A complex immune dysregulation and environmental allergenic susceptibility are probably both involved in the underlying etiology. The standard treatment of AD is based on the use of topical glucocorticoids, which, with prolonged use at high-doses, cause a variety of adverse effects both systemically and locally on the skin (skin atrophy and telangiectasia).¹¹²,¹¹³ Currently, nonsteroidal immunosuppressive agents like cyclosporin and thymopentin are commonly used as first-line agents in the treatment of AD and skin inflammatory reactions.¹¹⁴ Both have a relatively short duration of action and can cause significant side effects with long-term use. In this context, alternative medicines that can be applied safely for longer periods of time are needed.

Recently, the cell penetrating peptide Pep-1 conjugated to Transfersomes (Pep1-Tr) was employed as a vehicle for 3-O-β-d-glucopyranoside (Taxifolin [TXG]) against 2,4,6-trinitro-1-chloro-benzene-induced atopic dermatitis-like lesions in NC/Nga (inbred strain mice established from Japanese fancy mice by Kondo [Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan]) mice.¹¹⁵ TXG is a major flavonoid isolated from *Rhododendron mucronulatum* and *Silvym marianum* that inhibits microbial antigen-stimulated dendritic-cell mediated allergic responses in a dose-dependent manner.¹¹⁶ TXG also reduces serum levels of eosinophils, IgE, IL-4, and IL-5 in NC/Nga (inbred strain mice established from Japanese fancy mice by Kondo [Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan]) mice. However, the topical delivery of TXG to the relevant skin layer is markedly limited because of its hydrophilicity. The cell-penetrating peptides interact with lipids in the SC, thus destabilizing the outermost layer of the skin and enhancing permeability.¹¹⁷,¹¹⁸ Conjugation of Pep-1 peptides to TRS remarkably increased the delivery of liposomal drugs into human keratinocytes (HaCaT) when compared to Tr alone.¹¹⁹ TXG-Pep1-Tr treatment significantly expedited recovery in skin barrier function when compared to animals treated with TXG aqueous solution. Moreover, the formulation normalized multiple immunological parameters including interleukin (IL)-4, immunoglobulin E (IgE), interferon (IFN)-γ in NC/Nga mice, with serum levels approaching those of healthy mice.

Finally, the hydrophobic immunosuppressant tacrolimus in ethosomes was tested against a preclinical model of AD induced by repeated application of the hapten 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene, in the ears of BALB/c mice.¹²⁰ This mouse strain is susceptible to the T lymphocyte immune response, showing strong delayed allergic reaction that affects ear thickness. Tacrolimus is a poorly hydrophilic (4 µg/mL), lipophilic (logP = 3.3) drug molecule with a 23-member macrolide lactone structure. Tacrolimus produces no skin atrophy, suggesting safety for lesions on the face as well as neck, and showed anti-itch properties.¹²¹,¹²² Its ointment, of
tradename Protopic (Astellas Toyama Co., Ltd., Toyama city, Japan), has neither an effectivepermeation-enhancing mechanism nor potent penetration enhancers, and therefore showed relatively weaker inhibition efficacy as compared with glucocorticoids. To enhance the skin penetration of tacrolimus, ethosomes containing different amounts of ethanol and/or the penetration/permeation enhancer PG were prepared. All ethosomal preparations showed higher drug concentrations in the epidermis in comparison with conventional liposomes and commercial Protopic ointments. 0.1% tacrolimus-ethosomes potently inhibited mouse ear swelling, substantially impeded hyperplasia of the epidermis and dermis, and reduced the number of dermal mast cells and eosinophils in the ear. It is thought that tacrolimus suppressed antigen-specific T-cell activation responsible for dermatitis and inhibition of inflammatory cytokine release, which mediates immediate and chronic allergic reactions through mechanisms such as IgE production, eosinophil activation, and macrophage recruitment. Tacrolimus can deplete the content of substance P (a neuropeptide released from sensory nerve fibers, which potentiates inflammation through mast cell activation). Since mechanisms involving T-cells and substance P are located in the dermis, the finding in the present study of a higher amount of tacrolimus in ethosomes in deeper skin layers is consistent with the greater inhibition of 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene effects, compared with Protopic. In contrast, glucocorticoids suppress immune inflammation by interacting with various transcription factors such as NF-κB and AP-1, which activate transcription of genes for inflammatory cytokines and enzymes. As tacrolimus works selectively on T-cells, it would be expected to be associated with fewer side effects, especially when applied topically.

**Conclusion**

Topical therapy of NMSC presents a remarkable opportunity to introduce deformable/liquid vesicles as carriers of antitumoral drugs in oncology. But, in spite of its strategic importance, the studies based exclusively on ethosomes are scarce; the antitumoral efficacy is yet to be tested on adequate preclinical models and contrasted to that of Transfersomes. The absence of Transfersomes in this field could be attributed to difficulties of loading highly hydrophobic drugs to their bilayers without affecting their deformability. In terms of entrapment efficiency, the highly fluid bilayers of the ethosomes, having a multi-bilayer structure and inner hydroethanolic multi-compartments, would have an advantage over highly deformable vesicles. Nonetheless, since Transfersomes penetrate instead of permeate the skin layers, assessing the impact of a low dose/area of hydrophobic antitumoral drugs in vesicles with highly deformable bilayers on NMSC would be of interest. A second big challenge is represented by the delivery of anti-inflammatory agents against a variety of skin pathologies. This relatively well explored area requires formulations enabling repeated applications without altering the permeability barrier of the SC. Here, the skin structure could be better preserved by highly deformable vesicles over those bilayers that include permeation enhancers.
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